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An Evaluation of a Court-ordered Divorce Education Program
in a Suburban ltlinnesota County
hNETHODOLOGY
Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of exit surveys
SOLVEIG ERICKSON
JUNE 30 ,2004
lVlinnesota requires divorcing parents to attend education programs
that increase their awareness of relevant laws and court processes, the
effects of divorce on children and the importance of communication skills
in divorce. The purpose of this program evaluation was to explore
participants' reactions to the court-ordered divorce education classes in a
suburban Minnesota county. A systematic random sample of 70 exit
surveys collected in 1999 was selected for the second class, focusing on
needs of children in a divorce, in a series of three classes that comprise
the program. The survey questions focused on what participants found
most helpful, what questions they still have, how they think the class might
be improved, and if they would recommend the class to others. Findings
are discussed in terms of program improvement, recommendations for
further evaluation and policy change.
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Program Evaluatlon of Divorce Education Program 1
CHAPTER 1
lntroduction
Over one million children experience the divorce of their parents each
year and it is estimated that close to 40% of children will experience the divorce
of their parents sometime in their Iives (U.S Census Bureau, 1998). The effects
of divorce on children have been studied extensively in response to this
phenomenon (e.g., Amato & Keith, 1991; Hines,1997', Lengua, wolchik &
Braver, 1995). tVluch of this research has found that the level conflict between
divorcing parents is a strong predictor in the child's adjustment to divorce
(Amato, 1993). The traditional response to divorce in the United States by the
court system has been to treat divorce like any other legal matter, when in fact it
is more a matter of restructuring a family (Erickson, 1999). The traditional
response to divorce is now being reconsidered and modified by the courts
because of the conflict that court battles in divorce tend to create for divorcing
parents (Kelly, 1990; Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989). Within the past seven
years, one of the new responses for divorcing families that has been created is a
preventative approach that involves educating parents about the divorce process
and the emotional experience of divorce for both adults and children (Thoennes
& Pearson, 1999).
Backq rou nd the Problem
The divorce rate in the United States has continued to increase steadily
since 1975 (U S"Census Bureau, 1998). This increase has been attributed to a
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variety of phenomena occurring over the Iast few decades including urbanization,
women's increasing involvement in the job market, and the secularization of
society (Cherlin, 1981, Frazier, Arikian, Benson, Losoff & [/aurer, 1996; Mintz &
Kellogg, 1988; Oppenheimer, 1997; Stacey, 1990). As a result, certain values in
the United States surrounding marriage, independence and success have
undergone a fundamental shift since the 1970s, leading to wide acceptance of
divorce as an almost normal event and leading to a new definition of family
(Stacey, 1 990).
The traditional family, stereotyped in the 1950s as having a male
breadwinner and female homemaker is a thing of the past. ln its place, the post-
modern family may consist of almost any deviation from the traditional definition.
By the end of the 1970s, divorce and cohabitation, the wide availability of
contraception, working mothers, increased college attendance, two-earner
households, single parents, and gay and lesbian lifestyles had all become part of
the American family (Stacey, 1990; Mintz & Kellogg, 1988; Cherlin, 1981). The
court system has finally responded with a plethora of court-connected family
services including divorce education programs.
Statement of the P roblem
Among the major changes in families over the past few decades, divorce
is one of the most destructive for children (Kelly, 1993; Wallerstein & Blakeslee,
1989; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). Research shows that children and young
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adults of divorced parents score lower on measures of psychological and social
well-being, they tend to date more, have more sexual partners, perceive less
control in their future marriages, have lower commitment to marriage, are less
likely to marry, and are more likely to divorce (Amato, 1996; Cherlin, 1981;
Frazier et al, 1996; Jones & Nelson, 1996). Furthermore, they are at higher risk
for experiencing academic failure, delinquency, substance abuse and depression
(Amato, 1993; Duran-Aydintug, 1997; Frazier et al., 1996; Hines, 1997; Jones &
Nelson, 1996). While many of the well-documented consequences of divorce for
children can be short-lived, the extent to which a divorce produces negative
outcomes for children is clearly directly related to parents'responsiveness during
the process (Emery, 1994; Fine, 2000). Amato and Keith (1991) in their meta-
analysis of all published literature on the subject in the 1990s found that while
children of divorce still scored significantly lower "on a variety of measures of
achievement, adjustment and well-being" (p. 365), the more methodologically
sophisticated studies tended to find weaker effects. They went on to conclude
that while the various interventions that have become more common for
divorcing parents including divorce education are helping, the programs vary
widely and are thus difficult to accurately study on a large-scale basis.
Pu rpos e and Siqnificance of Research Studv
Beginning in the early 1980s, research on the family stailed to focus on
divorce and its impact on children. Much of that research and subsequent
studies have shown that it is the degree of conflict between parents in the
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divorce process that is the most significant factor in determining children's
adjustment (Amato & Keith, 1991;Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989; Wallerstein &
Kelly, 1980). ln fact, as one study stated, "chronic marital conflict produces more
adverse effects in children than the divorce itself" (Hines, 1997). [/any state
courts have instigated a response to this growing body of research that is aimed
at reducing conflict between parents going through divorce in the form of divorce
education programs (Clement, 1 999).
In January 1998, the t\i{innesota Supreme Court ruled that every county in
fulinnesota must implement education programs for all parents of minor children
petitioning the court for a divorce (MN $ 518.157). These programs have several
goals: 1) to provide resources for people looking for services related to the
divorce process, 2) to educate parents on the impact of divorce on children, 3) to
teach parents skills such as communication and conflict resolution that will help
their children adjust and cope throughout the divorce process and afteru,rards.
The purpose of this research is to evaluate one such divorce education program
in a suburban Minnesota county. The evaluation of this particular program is
significant because it has not been evaluated since its inception in 1993.
Research Questions
The research questions addressed in the present study include: 1) What
are participants' perceptions of the overall quality of the class? What do
participants find most helpful? What questions do they still have after the class
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concludes? 2) What improvements could be made to the classes based on the
participants' responses? 3) What percentage of participants would recommend
the classes to others? How can the evaluation process in the future more
accurately assess the success of the program based on its goals for
participants?
Summary
This chapter has introduced some of the issues surrounding the
phenomenon of divorce in our country today. The following chapters include a
review of the literature, theoretical framework, program description, methods
used in evaluating the present program, the results of the evaluation and a
discussion of the results.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
The purpose of this review is to examine the literature that addresses the
effects of divorce on children and the effectiveness of divorce education
programs for parents. Specifically, this chapter explores the literature about
children of divorce and the process of divorce, reports on existing studies that
evaluate current parent education programs and points out gaps in the research.
Effects of Divorce on Children
Although the divorce rate is constantly fluctuating, generally statistics
indicate that approximately half of all recent marriages will end in divorce (Center
for Disease Control, 1999). As stated in chapter one, it is estimated that 40% of
children born in the late 1970s and early 1980s will experience parental divorce
in their lifetimes (U.S Census Bureau, 1998). The effects of parental divorce on
children have been linked to negative outcomes in many areas including self-
esteem (Beer, 1989a; Zill, Morrison & Coiro, 1993), anxiety (Lengua, et al, 1995),
school productivity (Cherian, 19Bg), sense of overall well-being (h/orrison &
Cherlin, 1995; Houseknecht & Sastry, 1996; Wadsby & Svedin, 1996), rates of
depression (Lengua, et al, 1995), conduct (Amato & Keith, 1991), psychological
adjustment (Davies & Cummings, 1994), academic achievement (Astone &
lVlclanahan, 1991; Beer, 198gb; Cherian, 1989; Kaye, 1989; Kinard & Reinherz,
1986; Mednick, Baker, Reznik & Hocevar, 1990; Wadsby & Svedin, 19gG),
parent-child relationships (Fine, Worley & Schwebel, 1986; Forehand, Middleton
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& Long, 1987; Hines, 1997) and general trauma (Hines, 1997) all stemming from
the series of transitions that accompany parental divorce.
Many reasons for these negative effects on children offered in the
research emerge from the idea that divorce causes a series of stressful
transitions for children often times including geographic moves, economic
hardship and diminished parental effectiveness (Amato, 1993; Amato & Booth,
1996; Hines, 1997; Mednick, et al, 1990; Morrison & Cherlin, 1995). A frequenfly
cited study concludes that most explanations for children's adjustment or
maladjustment to divorce revolve around five central concepts: 1)the absence of
the non-custodial parent, 2) the adjustment of the custodial parent, 3) conflict
between parents, 4) economic hardship, and 5) stressful life changes (Amato,
1993). Other similar findings confirm that children's adjustment to divorce is
directly related to how their parents deal with the situation (Amato & Keith, 1gg1 ;
Emery, 1982). This discussion focuses on the concepts of the absence of one
parent, the adjustment of both parents, and conflict between parents.
Loss of a Parent throuqh Divorce
Studies have shown that the amount of contact children have with the
non-resident parent (most often the father) diminishes over time after divorce
(Furstenberg, Nord, Peterson & Zall, 1983; Furstenberg & Nord, 1985; Seltzer &
Bianchi, 1988). Even when contact is regular, the role that non-residential
fathers play in their children's lives after divorce is often quite Iimited and feels
artificial (Furstenberg & Nord, 1985). Kelly (1993) notes that the loss of regular
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contact with the non-residential parent is the most common complaint voiced by
children of divorce. There is some evidence that the perceived emotional bond
that children feel toward their non-residential parent is more predictive of well-
being than is the actual amount of contact from that parent (Amato, 1994).
[\4uch research has focused on the effects that diminished contact with
fathers has on children, reporting varying results (Amato & Booth, 1996;
Bronstein, Stoll, Clauson, Abrams & Briones, 1994; Fine, et al, 1986; Forehand,
Wierson, Thomas, Armistead, Kempton & Fauber, 1990; Furstenberg, Morgan &
Allison, 1987; Pagani-Kurtz & Derevensky, 1997). Two studies found that
children of divorce tend to view their relationships with their fathers as negative
after divorce (Zill, et al, 1993; Fine, et al, 1986). Another found that longer visits
with the non-residential parent tend to result in an increase in children's
perceived self-worth (Pagani-Kurtz & Derevensky, 1997).
However, two large-scale studies found no association between the
amount of contact a non-residential father has with his children and an
assortment of measures of child well-being (King, 1994; Furstenberg, et al,
1987). While Furstenberg et al (1987) found no correlation between paternal
participation and children's well-being, they cited several methodological
problems that could account for this difference since the majority of the research
states othenrvise. Other studies have found that continued contact is related to
improved psychological scores, fewer behavioral problems, and better peer
relationships (Peterson & Zill, 1986; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). Another study
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found the gender of the child and the mother's attitude toward the father's
contact with the child to be significant factors (Kelly, 1993).
Furstenberg and Harris (1992) offer three possible explanations for the
weak links between paternal participation after divorce and children's well-being:
1) contact is often too low for there to be any measurable effect; 2) the positive
benefits of higher contact may be offset by more conflict because parents see
each other more often, thus having increased opporlunity for conflict; and 3)
fathers are not as important to children's lives as theory claims, as Iong as there
is a good relationship with the mother or another adult.
Adiustment of p rents to Divorce
Divorce is an extremely stressful event for parents and can involve
feelings of depression, loneliness, regret, anger and helplessness (illaccoby,
l\flnookin, Depner & Peters, 1992). Parents can become so preoccupied with
their own emotional and financial problems that they may not be able to meet the
needs of their children (Seltzer, 1991). One of the strongest predictors of
children's adjustment to divorce is the overall well-being of the residential parent
(Kelly, 1993). Furthermore, one of the strongest predictors of fathers remaining
involved with their children is the quality of the relationship between fathers and
their former spouses (Chase-Lansdale & Heatherington, 1990; King, 1994).
Chase-Lansdale and Heatherington (1990) also found that fathers who are better
able to cope with the stresses and changes that accompany divorce are more
likely to remain involved in their children's lives.
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A major factor in the adjustment process for parents in divorce is that they
become single parents, having to balance their own needs with those of their
children, all without adult companionship or support (Tschann, Johnston, Kline &
Wallerstein, 1989).
Conflict en Parents
As previously stated, numerous studies have revealed that children's
adjustment to divorce is directly related to the level of conflict between parents
(Hetherington & Parke, 1993; Peterson & Zll, 1986). Children whose parents
continue to have high conflict after divorce adjust worse than children whose
parents have a better relationship (Kelly, 1993). ln one study, the level of conflict
was shown to be an indirect effect, linked more to effects on parenting behavior
than on children's adjustment (Kline, Johnston & Tschann,1991). Some positive
outcomes exist in the literature as well. For example, when parents employ
certain strategies to resolve their conflicts and do not place their children in the
middle of their conflict, the children fare better (Kelly, 1993; Camera & Resnick,
1e8B).
One study assessed the quality of the mother-father relationship as a
factor influencing non-custodial fathers' involvement with their children (Ahrons,
1993). Ahrons (1993) found that the relationship between the former spouses
will have greater influence on fathers' involvement than on actual father-child
contact. Another study that examined adolescents' feelings of being caught in
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the middle in correlation with post-divorce adjustment found that adolescents
who felt caught between parents had higher levels of depression and anxiety and
exhibited more deviant behavior than adolescents who did not feel caught
(Buchanan, Maccoby & Dornbusch, 1991). Kelly (1993) also found that children
are most affected if they feel caught in the middle between parents. Kelly goes
on to reporl that conflict between parents need not have negative effects if
parents "avoid direct, aggressive expressions of their conflict in front of the
chitdren or use compromise styles of conflict resolution" (p. 35)
Traditional Respon ses to Divorce
As previously stated, the adversarial system tends to create alienation
between parents because they are set up to compete for everything, including
their children (Kelly, 1993). This system is based on the past, often requiring
one spouse to prove that the other was a poor parent, is unfit to care for the
children, or is to blame for the breakdown of the marriage. Thus, the adversarial
process puts children in the middle of their parent's conflict. The effects of this
practice of putting children in the middle have been well documented in this
chapter
New Responses to D ivorce
Within the last fifteen years, the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) processes for family and divorce issues has gained popularity (Kelly,
1993). ADR consists of several processes that assist people in divorce conflict
Augsburg Cotlege LibrarY
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to settle their cases out of court. The most used and most successful of these
processes are mediation and arbitration, but can also include settlement
conferencing and negotiating. ln tMinnesota, Court Rule 310.01 states that "[a]ll
family law matters in district court are subject to Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) processes." Other new responses to help divorcing couples include the
emergence of both mandatory and voluntary parent education programs
(Thoennes & Pearson, 1999). These types of programs began gaining
popularity in 1995 and continue to be referred to by family courts more and more
(Blaisure & Geasler, 1996). ln 1998 there were ten (10) states that mandated
such programs, one of which was lt/innesota (Geasler & Blaisure, 1998).
Divorce Education Proqrams
Parental conflict has repeatedly been shown throughout the literature to
be the variable with the most destructive effects on children's adjustment to
divorce, and the one with the most long-ranging effects (Amato, 1994; Kelly,
1993; Kelly & Wallerstein, 1980). h/ounting evidence suggests that educational
interventions can enhance parents' understanding of their children's experience,
their own knowledge of effective parenting practices following divorce, and their
ability to communlcate and cooperate effectively to reduce children's exposure to
conflict (Arbuthnot & Gordon, 1996; Arbuthnot, Poole, & Gordon, 1996; Gray,
Verdieck, Smith & Fred, 1997; Kramer, 1997; Kramer & Washo, 1gg3).
Reacting directly to this research and to the relative absence of services in
this area save family therapy or counseling, state and local courts now offer
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education programs to divorcing parents, and oftentimes their children, as a way
to diminish some of the negative effects of divorce on children (Biondi, 1996).
An advantage to having such programs in place is that they are widely
accessible as opposed to other interventions such as therapy, which can be
costly (Biondi, 1996).
[\4ost Common Programs. Programs vary nationwide. Generatly
individual programs focus on parents' emotional adjustment, effects of divorce
on children, how parents'behavior can influence children's adjustment, skilts for
parents to better interact with each other and some of the legal issues
surrounding divorce (Arbuthnot & Kramer, 1998; Arbuthnot, Kramer & Gordon,
1997; Blaisure & Geasler, 1996; Braver, Salem, Pearson & Deluse, lgg6;
Frieman, Garon & lVlandell, 1994; Geasler & Blaisure, 1998; Gray et al, 1gg7;
Kramer & Washo, 1993).
At least three large-scale studies have specifically evaluated divorce
education programs in terms of theoretical foundations, materials used, topics
covered, teaching strategies and evaluation methods (Blaisure & Geasler, l gg6;
Braver et al, 1996 and Geasler & Blaisure, 1996). ln their survey of U.S.
counties in 1995, Blaisure and Geasler (1996) report that 541 of 2,274 counties
who responded had education programs in place. They found that the majority
of counties reporled serving between 100 and 750 parents each year and that
the majority of programs consisted of one session lasting 2 to 4 hours. Other
studies report similar findings (Braver et al, 1996; Geasler & Blaisure, 1gg8).
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Proqram [/an aq As of 1995 more than 50% of the.countynt"
programs nationwide contracted the classes out to other agencies while 30%
were managed by the court, and only 7 .7% collaborated with another
organization (Blaisure & Geasler, 1998). Braver et al (1996) again report similar
findings in their survey of 102 programs, where 4lo/a were operated by outside
agencies.
Funding. Seventy percent of the 541 programs that existed in 1995
charged a fixed fee that would be waived if hardship was demonstrated (Blaisure
& Geasler, 1996). The majority of programs were funded solely through these
participant fees (Blaisure & Geasler, 1996). However, a rather large percentage
(41To) did receive money from either the courts or other sources. This may be
due to the outside agencies that were conducting the classes being non-profit
and receiving funding for the court programs from sources other than the court.
Almost all presenters were being paid for their work, which tends to be the
majority of the expense of providing such programs.
Evaluation Proced ures and Results. Hundreds of programs exist across
the country, many of which have published their results, each with their own
evaluation procedures and varying results (Blaisure & Geasler, 1996; Clement,
1999; Whitworth, Capshew & Abell, 2002). The majority of programs use exit
surveys for evaluation purposes (Blaisure & Geasler, 1996). These surveys
range from asking participants if they would recommend the class to a friend to
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rating their feelings about various aspects of their divorce (Arbuthnot & Gordon,
1996; Buehler, Betz, Ryan, Legg & Trotter, 1992; Frieman, et al, 1994; Kramer &
Washo, 1993; Slezak & Swift, 1996). Only a few studies of individual programs
have used control groups. One program attempted to assess mastery of the
skills taught in the course along with how well the children were coping and
parental conflict levels six months after the classes occurred (Arbuthnot &
Gordon, 1996). Parents who attended education classes rated their children's
adjustment lower than the comparison group, but reported that they would be
willing to have their children spend almost 80% more days with the other parent
in the coming year. The treatment group scored significantly lower on frequency
of putting the children in the middle of the divorce conflict and repofted
significantly fewer incidents of feeling angry, depressed or upset because of the
other parent (Arbuthnot & Gordon, 1996). Another study evaluating similar
trends found no differences between treatment and control groups on measures
of child rearing strategies, personal life satisfaction, or child adjustment (Kramer
& Washo, 1993).
Evaluation of Satisfaction The most common practice for assessing
programs is exit surveys upon completion of each session and the most common
Iine of questioning on the surveys is regarding general satisfaction with the
experience (Blaisure & Geasler, 1996; Whitworth, et al,2AAZ). All of the studies
that ask participants to rate the classes in general have found satisfaction to be
high (Arbuthnot, et al, 1997; Frieman, et al, 1994; Gray et al, 1gg7; Kramer &
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Washo, 1993; Slezak & Swift, 1996; Warren & Amara, 1985; Buehler, et al,
1sez).
Re-litiqation. lf parents are learning to communicate better, are
developing ways to interact on healthier Ievels, and cooperating in their parenting
effofts as a result of divorce education programs, then it follows that re-litigation
by parents who have attended the classes should decrease overall. lndeed, one
study has evaluated a divorce education program in terms of re-litigation rates
(Clement, 1999). Arbuthnot, et al (1997) found that comparing treatment and
control groups on re-litigation rates alone was not significant. However, when
they related it to the timing of the classes, re-litigation rates for the treatment
group were extremely low if they attended class within 3 weeks of their initial
court hearing.
Summarv of Divo rce Education Research
Thoennes and Pearson (1999) performed a Iarge-scale qualitative
assessment of programs offered in five states using 3,005 exit surveys
completed by parent attendees as well as 602 telephone interviews with willing
parents 6 months following the classes. Their results were compared to a group
of 145 parents who filed for divorce in Arizona before the classes were in place.
A secondary comparison in Kentucky of 271 drvorcing parents who attended
programs with 181 parents who did not attend education classes was performed
and litigation activity over a 4-year period was recorded. This study found that
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although the parents in the treatment groups repoiled better compliance with
divorce decrees, more sensitivity to their children's needs and more successful
and enjoyable visitation with their children, all parents, including the control
groups repoiled continued conflict about the children. This is typical of the
findings in most studies to date. The conflict does not necessarily subside, but
parents who attend education are better equipped to keep their children out of
the middle of their conflict. A review of the court files in the Thoennes and
Pearson (1999) study found identical re-litigation patterns for both groups over
the 4 years.
Upon completing a study of the types of statutes that drive the divorce
education programs nationally, Clement (1999) found that the "typical" state
statute authorizes the courts to require all divorcing parents with minor children
to attend a program. The courts are also granted the authority to waive
attendance for good cause and impose sanctions for non-compliance. Clement
also found that most commonly, each judicial district is directed to implement
and administer the programs. The most common course content tends to
encourage a focus on how to effectively reorganize and ameliorate the effects of
family reorganization on children. Generally program length was limited to 4
hours. Unfortunately, the "typical" state statute fails to establish minimum
standards and fails to define educational requirements for instructors.
Grps in the Literature
The ability to match a couple to each of their responses to a program on
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various levels and characteristics would be quite telling. Whether the classes
produce effects in terms of custody labels or child support compliance would be
useful. How to set up control groups continues to be a problem because many
times the people who do not attend the programs are those who are in non-
compliance and therefore are not appropriate for control groups. lt is unclear
whether the control groups in some studies are demographically comparable and
other times the control groups are people who are "wait-listed" and attend the
program after the treatment group. The effects of waiting are unknown. One of
the most important issues continues to be self-reporting. Obtaining information
about the same individual or results from a variety of sources is a problem.
Summary
The research contained here continually points to children's lower
adjustment and well-being as a result of parental divorce and, more specifically,
parental conflict in divorce. The divorce education programs throughout the
country vary widely and there continuous effort exists to evaluate programs with
more accuracy.
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical Framework
As alluded to in the literature review, children react to parental divorce in a
variety of ways depending on their age and developmental stage, but generally
divorce and its related transitions can significantly impact the life course of a
child (Hines, 1997). The goals of divorce education programs include bringing
these negative effects of divorce on children to parents'attention and providing
the opportunity to learn skills for healthier communication. The underlying
assumption is that if parents take time out of their own crises to think about their
children and are able to realize how their behavior affects them, they will want to
change how they interact. By changing the way they interact, the hope is that
conflict will decrease. Two parents working together are more likely to provide
the time, emotional commitment and financial resources necessary for effectively
raising children (Slezak & Swift, 1996). Even if only one parent can learn how
not to negatively react to the other parent, progress has occurred. Furthermore,
the court system hopes that by parents cooperating more, less post-divorce
conflict will be brought to couft. By learning to effectively communicate about
their conflicts, more parents will work out problems on their own. All of these
reasons for creating divorce education programs are rooted in several theories.
The three main theories explored here are Empowerment Theory, Family
Systems Theory and Cognitive-Behavioral Theory.
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Empowerment Theo ry
Empowerment is the process of increasing personal and interpersonal
power so that individuals can take action to improve their life situations
(Gutierrez, 1990). Empowerment occurs on many levels. On the macro level, it
can mean strengthening the political power of a group of people. On the micro
Ievel, empowerment can involve an increased personal sense of power and
control in one's own life. Empowerment theory is based on a model that
assumes that society consists of separate groups who possess varying levels of
power and control over resources (Gutierrez, 1990). When one considers that
knowledge is a form of power, then empowerment relates directly to the court
system and specifically, the process of divorce within that system. The idea
behind providing divorce education programs is to empower people to better
navigate their way through the system, learn alternative, more cooperative
processes about which they would not become othenruise informed instead of
using the court system to make their decisions for them. Likewise, parents who
learn to cooperate on issues about their children are less likely, at Ieast in theory,
to return to court post-divorce to settle their conflicts because they have tools to
work directly with each other to resolve their issues. ldeally, they have been
empowered to settle their own disputes.
Familv Svs ms Theorv
The family system needs to regroup in divorce. Bowen's theory of parents
needing to be a united force for families to properly function is one of the main
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problems when divorce occurs. Parents may try to undermine each other's
efforts to maintain healthy relationships with their children because of their own
issues with their divorce, thus putting the children in the middle of their conflict.
The education program brings this and other issues regarding children to light
and offers constructive ways to change behavior so that children can be kept out
of the conflict. Specifically, communication patterns are identified and
techniques to change some of those patterns are discussed and role-played
(Nichols & Schwaftz, 1998).
Coqnitive-Behaviora I Theory
Cognitive-Behavioral Theory has its roots in Social Learning Theory.
Cognitive-behaviorists believe first in the need for attitude change in order to
bring about behavior change. The central premise is that "behavior is
maintained by its consequences" (Nichols & Schwarlz, 1998, p.275). Divorce
education programs seek to keep parents focused on changing their behavior in
order to save their children from serious emotional distress, which is the
consequence if parents are in severe conflict. Social Learning Theory
concentrates more on one becoming aware of environmental influences on
behavior as well as on one's private thoughts and feelings to understand
behavior. Obviously, divorce is a major environmental influence on one's
behavior, which the classes try to help parents understand. Participants learn
about their emotional stages in the divorce process so that they can become
more aware of their emotions. Both theories promote the idea that thought
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always precedes action and that being able to think about behavior before it
occurs can change the behavior itself. By becoming aware of where their
emotions may stem from, and thinking about how their reactions to these
emotions can influence their children, parents realize that they need to change
their behavior (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998).
In relationships and families, Cognitive-Behavioral Theory emphasizes the
importance of good communication skills. In fact, "the ability to talk, especially
about problems is considered by behaviorists fhe most important feature of good
relationships" (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998, p. 279). Behaviorists emphasize the
importance of adaptability, flexibility and change - and they believe that these
skills are not necessarily inherent, but can be learned. Healthy families have
their problems, but are able to cope with them and solve them when they arise.
Behavioral famity therapists teach family members how to observe and modify
their own behaviors using self-control techniques. Another segment of divorce
education programs covers the various types of communication patterns. Each
spouse can usually identify with at least one of the patterns. Then, constructive
alternatives to these unhealthy communication patterns are demonstrated and
participants practice better communication skills in small groups. Behavior
therapists also stress the need for problem-solving skills and the ability to resolve
conflicts. An integral part of the communication class is about sotving future
conflicts when they arise.
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CHAPTER 4
Program Description
The Task Force Report
ln 1995, the Minnesota Legislature requested that the hlinnesota
Supreme Couft establish a Task Force to study the extent to which 1) residential
parents deny non-residential parents visitation and other parental rights,2) non-
residential parents fail to exercise their visitation, 3) lack of access to the court
prevents timely resolution of visitation matters, and 4) visitation impacts non-
residential parents' compliance with child support (tVlinnesota Supreme Court
Advisory Task Force on Visitation and Child Support Enforcement Final Report,
January 27, 1997). The Task Force was directed to make recommendations
regarding 1) methods for resolving visitation disputes in an efficient, non-
adversarial setting that is accessible to parties at the lowest cost possible; 2)
statutory changes that would encourage compliance with court-ordered visitation;
and 3) the effectiveness and impact of a policy linking visitation and payment of
child support. The first two of the thirteen recommendations issued by the Task
Force cover the creation of parent education classes.
lVlinnesota Statute
In 1998, Minnesota statute 518.157 was implemented, court ordering
divorcing parents to education programs that would "educate parents about the
impact that divorce, the restructuring of families, and judicial proceedings have
upon children and families; methods for preventing visitation conflicts; and
dispute resolution options" (MN S 518.157). The statute provides minimum
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standards for programs, mandates attendance procedures, allows for the
imposition of sanctions for non-attendance, assures confidentiality and provides
a structure for collecting fees (see Appendix A for a copy of the statute).
The Proqram
One such divorce education program has existed in a suburban
Minnesota county since September 1993. lt has not been formally evaluated
since its inception. Through qualitative content analysis of evaluation forms that
were cotlected in 1999, this study intends to gage participants' perceptions of the
program and subsequently make recommendations for improving the program
and improving the evaluation process for the future.
Proqram Manaqement
The program is administered by a private outside agency in collaboration
with the county. The outside agency is responsible for making all arrangements
for the classes. Divorcing couples are ordered by the court, and then
communicate with the collaborating agency for everything else in conjunction
with the Order. The agency keeps records of those who comply and do not
comply with the Orders and reports back to the court on a monthly basis. The
coutl then decides what, if any, the consequences may be for non-compliance.
Fu nd ing
The education program here is funded completely by participant fees.
The court does not fund the program, but contributes a space to hold the classes
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in its courthouse once a month, and orders couples to the program. The classes
each cost $20.00 and are held at two locations at both morning and evening
times for convenience purposes. Reduced fees are granted regularly upon
request where there is legal aid representation or public assistance.
Program Desiqn
The divorce education program consists of three sessions that are each
three hours long. Couples who petition the court having contested parenting
issues are court-ordered to take the three classes followed by a one-hour joint
mediation consultation (see Appendix B for a copy of the order). The Order is
sent to the attorneys listed on the petition, or directly to the clients if they are
unrepresented. Attorneys are required to inform their clients of all Court Orders
within three days of receiving them. Each spouse is responsible for calling to
sign up for the classes within 10 days of receipt of the order, and is required to
attend within 30 days. h/any times the 30 days are extended because of
scheduling conflicts. Couples are encouraged to attend the classes separately
for comfort and safety reasons. A system for screening for domestic violence
and enrolling such participants in separate classes is in place. No childcare is
provided during the classes.
Class One. CIass 1 provides information about the emotional divorce
process, a comparison of the legal divorce process and the mediation process,
the roles of various professionals in a divorce, and information about separate
parenting and parenting plans. People going through divorce are traditionally not
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knowledgeable about the divorce process or the courts, and depend on attorneys
for this knowledge. Attorneys can cost a significant amount of money, thus not
everyone has equal access to this power. Class 1 focuses on the process of
divorce and how the court system operates in divorce. At least one of the
instructors (if not both) at every Class 1 is a licensed attorney. Various terms
used by the courts are defined, a flow chart is reviewed explaining how the court
system operates, and a significant amount of time is devoted to parlicipants'
questions.
Class Two. Class 2 seeks to raise parents' awareness of how children of
different ages typically respond to divorce, the effects of domestic violence on
children, guidelines for seeking professional help, separate parenting issues, and
step parenting and new relationship issues and roles. At least one of the
instructors for class 2 is always a licensed psychologist or licensed social worker.
Class Three. Class 3 focuses on communication between parents, an
covers stress reduction techniques, listening skills, communication patterns,
awareness of responses to certain communication types and strategies for
effective com m u n icati ng.
Evaluation Proced u res
The evaluation procedures for the program have traditionally focused on
participant satisfaction. The evaluation forms collected are compiled and
incorporated into a reporl to the county each year.
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Current problems with the proqram desiqn. In [/innesota "pocket filing" is
allowed in divorce proceedings. This means that attorneys can work with clients
in divorce proceedings before filing with the Court. Thus, the first time the Court
becomes aware that two people are divorcing can be when they are filing their
final papenruork. This system has continued to pose a problem for divorce
education programs because upon filing with the Court, the order for the classes
is issued. By the time people have settled everything and are ready to be
divorced, they are not interested in attending education programs, nor do their
attorneys encourage them to attend. Although it varies by county, most county
courts, in turn do not require them to attend.
Step Two of the Order
After attending the classes, spouses are directed to call back to schedule
the second step of the order, a mediation consultation. This is a one-hour joint
session with a mediator that is for information purposes only. lf only one spouse
has attended the classes when calling to schedule the second step, the agency
may contact the non-responding spouse. Otheruuise, since the consultation
requires both parties to attend, the court will be informed of the spouse
requesting the consultation, and the other spouse not complying.
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CHAPTER 5
Methodology
Purpose of the Studv
The purpose of this study was first to determine the reactions of
participants to the quality of the divorce education program. Secondly, this study
measured what participants perceived as the strengths of the program and areas
that could be improved.
Research Questions
The following research questions were addressed in the current study:
1. What are participants' perceptions of the overall quality of the classes?
What do participants find most helpful? What questions do they still
have after the class concludes?
2. What improvements could be made to the classes based on the
participants' responses?
3. What percentage of participants would recommend the classes to
others?
4. How can the evaluation process in the future more accurately assess
the success of the program based on its goals for participants?
Resea Desiq n
A qualitative analysis of class two assessed the first two research
questions through the use of completed evaluation forms that were collected
during 1999. The completed surveys were filled out at the conclusion of each of
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the three classes and are considered secondary data, Content analysis
assessed the most common responses to each of the questions and identified
themes in the data. Class two was chosen because it focuses mainly on
children's issues.
Concepts
Court rdered is defined as being mandated by Minnesota Statute
518.157 to attend the program. Specifically, any parent with minor children filing
for divorce "where custody or visitation is contested" is court-ordered.
Custodv a Visitation are terms that refer to how parents are going to
make arrangements for their children following divorce. There are two types of
custody. Legal custody refers to who will make major decisions on behalf of the
child. Physical custody refers to who the chrldren live with and for what
proportion of the time. Visitation refers to the schedule of exchanging the
ch ild ren.
Divorce Ed ucation Proq ram refers to the three classes of three hours
each. Other terms used may be: the classes or the program. As per Minnesota
Statute 518.157, the program is required to educate parents on "the impact that
divorce, the restructuring of families, and on the impact of judicial proceedings
upon children and families, methods for preventing visitation conflicts, and
dispute resolution options" ([/N S 518.157).
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Alternative Dispute Regolution (ADR) refers to all processes by which
parents and family use to settle their disputes and come to agreement outside of
the traditional court system. Examples of ADR processes include 1) negotiation,
where people in conflict work amongst themselves, perhaps with advocates, but
oftentimes not, to come to agreement on their own; 2) mediation, whereby a
neutral third party assists people in making their own decisions; 3) arbitration,
where an arbitrator is not part of the court system, but acts as a judge, making
decisions for parties that are binding and 4) collaborative law, a more recent
development, whereby both sides retain attorneys who commit to settling out of
court, however, if collaboration fails, they will end up there.
Study Population
The study population consisted of all those who filed for divorce, were
court-ordered to attend the program and then actually did attend the program in
a suburban fi/innesota county during 1999. The county itself is 570 square miles
located South of St. Paul, l\4innesota and containing several large St. Paul
suburbs (lVlinnesota Health Profiles, 1997). As a whole it has approximately
235,773 residents aged 18 and older comprising 12A,715 households. The
racial makeup of county in the study was 95.4% White ,2.5o/o Asian/Pacific
lslander and 1 .7% BIack. The median household income in 1993 was $48,803;
the number of people receiving public assistance in 1997 was approximately
6,656. Approximately 1,700 divorces are granted per year, of which an average
of 450 cases are ordered to the divorce education program.
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Su rv Construction
ldentical surveys were used for all three classes that comprise the
program. The surveys were filled out at the conclusion of each class and contain
four questions: 1) What information did you find most useful? 2) Are there
questions you still have? 3) How could the class be improved? And 4) Would
you recommend the class to others? (see appendix C for a copy of the survey).
Participants were handed the surveys with the packet of materials for class as
they signed in at the beginning and turned in the surveys on their way out at the
conclusion of class.
Sampl e Selection
A sample of 70 surveys for class two was randomly selected from the total
of 305 surveys returned during 1999. The 305 surveys were first grouped in
order according to the date of the class and then numbered. Using the table of
random numbers (Rubin & Babbie, 1997), the sample was drawn, skipping those
surveys where more than one answer was left blank. The sample size was
determined in part due to the fact that many respondents did not answer all of
the questions. A total of 14 surveys were skipped due to more than one question
not being answered, two of which were skipped twice. Of those selected, the
most common question not answered was number 3, which asks about ways to
improve the class,
Measurem ent Issues
ln the sample selection process, by not selecting surveys with more than
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one question left blank, the sample was not completely randomly selected.
However, it is impossible to determine what level of satisfaction those
pafticipants who left more than one of the questions blank would have repoded.
Perhaps they were simply in a hurry to leave class and get home, or perhaps
they simply dislike filling out surveys. Another measurement issue is that the
program itself was probably inconsistent because there are many instructors and
even though the curriculum is standard, the styles and personalities of the
various presenters are not and could affect the survey results. However, the
surveys selected covered the time span of an entire year of classes and the
sample size is large enough that the instructors on any particular class night
would have varied enough so as not to effect the evaluation.
Data Collection
Thirty sets of classes were held between January 5, 1999 and December
29,1999 with the exception of one class that was cancelled due to weather. A
total of 394 divorcing couples were ordered to attend the program in 1999. The
average class size was 1B for class one, 14 for class two and 13 for class three.
Of the 419 participants who attended class two, 305 surveys were returned for a
response rate of 73%-
Data AnalVsis
Qualitative content analysis of questions one and three on the survey was
performed to assess themes among participants' responses. When more than
one theme emerged in one response, that response was coded for each theme
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into the appropriate categories. Blank responses were eliminated. Numbers and
percentages were determined and are repofted in the findings chapter.
Quantitative analysis of the second question was performed first because the
nature of the question is closed, but there is space for furlher response, then
qualitative analysis as outlined above was performed on the responses that
contained something more than "yes" or "no" answers. Quantitative analysis of
the foutlh question on the survey was also performed, as it requires a "yes" or
"rlo" response as well, and the numbers and percentages determined are
reported in the findings chapter.
Protection of H uman Subiects
The current study analyzed secondary data that was collected in 1999.
The researcher did not participate in any collection of the surveys. Furthermore,
the surveys had no identifiers on them when received by the researcher except
that they were stapled according to the date of the class and labeled as such on
the top survey. Also written in the upper right hand corner of the top survey in
each pile were the instructors' names for that class, the number of people who
attended along with the number of surveys collected. Even though the divorce
education classes cover extremely personal issues and topics, attendees can
choose to either remain anonymous or to ask questions and participate; and
even though attendance is mandated by the court, the evaluation form is
voluntary. No identifying questions were asked on the survey. The names and
addresses of participants were known only by the program provider and the court
because the agency is required to report attendance to the court.
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CHAPTER 6
Findings
To address the research question of participants' perceptions of the
divorce education program, the researcher performed content analysis of the
sample of surveys selected from those filled out in 1999. lndeed, the analysis
revealed several themes among responses to each of the four questions on the
survey. Overall the responses were both positive and useful to the program
administrators.
Question N umber One:
Wh at information did vou find most useful?
Of the 70 surveys in the sample, one contained no response for question
one. Therefore, 69 surveys were analyzed for the question regarding what was
most useful. Six themes were identified from the responses to this question.
Table A: Question #1 Results
Question #1 : What information
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Made them aware of of divorce on children. Twenty-one
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respondents (30%) stated that the program had made them aware of the effects
of divorce on children. Examples of responses include "Good info on treatment
of kids," "Focusing on the child's needs first" and "making it easier for kids."
Made them aware of own actions Thirteen respondents (19%) said the
class had improved their awareness of their own behavior. Example of
responses include "Things to watch out for in yourself and ex-partner that you
might say or act inappropriately in front of the kids," "That we [adults] are in
control of the situation" and "knowing that everything I do effect the children
makes me more careful of the things I do and say."
Separate paren tinq information. Twelve respondents (17%) disclosed that
the separate parenting information was the most useful. Examples include "How
to talk to your children," "ldeas for raising children in a good environment where
both parents have same rules/guidelines," and "How not to involve the children in
issues the parents need to resolve."
N lization. Another twelve respondents (17%) revealed that the
hearing other participants' stories from the class interaction was the most helpful.
Two common responses include "Personal input from others in class" and
"Hearing that other people have similar situations."
Positive comments. Twelve respondents (17%) conveyed other positive
comments that did not necessarily specify something that was helpful or useful.
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For example, two responses indicated similarly that "Knowing your spouse is
learning and hearing the same" information was helpful. Five responses
grouped into this category simply stated something like the two foltowing
responses, that "All of it" or "Most of it" was useful. Other, more vague responses
that were grouped into this category included "lnformation" and "references"
were usefu!.
Nothinq was useful Lastly, four respondents (5%) stated that nothing was
helpful. For example, "Not a whole lot" and "l already knew most of it."
Question Number Two:
Are there question s vou still have?
Four surveys returned contained no response to question two regarding
what questions remain for participants. Therefore, n=66. Because of the close-
ended nature of the question, the two main themes among the responses were
"yes" and "no."
No. Forty-eight of respondents (73%) fell into the category "no."
lncluded in this category were the responses "no," "noJ'le," "not at this time," "not
really," and a dash written in the space below the question.
Yes. Tne remainder of the responses (n=22) contained either "yes"
followed by a question or comment, or simply "yes." The following percentages
are based on the total of 22 respondents who did not answer "no."
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Question #2: Are there questions you still have?
(Breakdown of "yes" answers only)




















Comment reo ardinq questions Seven of the "yes" respondents (31%)
stated that they had questions, but then commented on that fact or stated what
they were doing about it. For example, one respondent wrote "Some-l will work
with my own counselor" and another stated "Your questions will never all be
answered. The more you talk the more questions you have."
Worried about children. Five respondents (23%) stated questions that
expressed worry about their children. Examples include "How do you help them
[the children] recover from damage that's already done?" and "The'how-to's'
when you are frustrated so you don't explode and play a pain game'. How do
you not let yourself get sucked into an argument?"
Yes, Other issues. an d positive comrnents Four respondents (18%)
' Pain Game.S is the title of the video that is shown in class. lt contains a series of 10 vignettes
showing ways that parents play 'pain games' by putting their chlldren in the middle of their conflict.
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wrote "yes," and nothing else. Another four respondents (18%) questioned other
specific issues such as legal issues, alcoholism or contested custody. Three
responses (14%) were not actually questions, but a positive comment such as
"This class has helped me to know we're doing the right things." Finally, two of
the "yes" responses (9%) contained questions about the other spouse. For
example, "How to get ex to take this info to hear1. He's told me'l'll attend the
classes but no one will tell me how to act around my son - l'll do what lwant."'
How could the class be improved?
Question number three regarding how the class can be improved
contained 16 blanks. Therefore, n=54.
Table C: Question #3 Results












Update video Shorten More needed Facilities Miscellaneous
E n=54
Positive mment. Of the 54 who answered, 18 (33%) wrote a general
positive comment about the class or indicated that no improvement was needed.
Questlon Number Three:
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For example "no ideas," "lt's o.k. as it is," "Tonight was very good," and "Good to
have therapist and mediator both."
Video. Sixteen (30%) stated that the video used needs to be updated.
Shorten he class Fourteen of the respondents (26%) stated that the
class needed to be shortened or needed to stay on track. Examples in this
category include "Go more quickly through the material," "more concise and
directed," "Shorlen the class time," and "condense the class to the most
important topics. "
N/ore needed. Eleven res pondents (20%) identified that they needed or
wanted something more from the class. Generally, the responses stated that
more class participation, more discussion, or more information was needed.
Examples in this category for areas of improvement include "additional time on
step-parenting if needed for those after class," "Perhaps small groups to better
address different stages of divorce we are in or ages of our children," and "more
discussion about real experiences."
Facil ities. Six responses (11%) contained comments about the facilities
Specifically, they commented about the chairs, the room temperature, that there
were not enough breaks, childcare is needed, and two respondents simply wrote
"coffee" and "doughnuts," respectively
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Miscell neous. Finally, another eight responses (1s%) were categorized
as miscellaneous. These included comments relating to peoples' personal
opinions like, "Eliminate the idea and attitude that there is no hope for
reconciliation" and that divorce education classes should "Be mandatory with the
marriage license."
Would vou recommend the class to others?
Of the 70 surveys in the sample, two were left blank in the space provided
for question four. Therefore, n=68. Ovenruhelmingly, class participants
responded that they would recommend the class to others.
Table D: Question #4 Results









Yes. Sixty-four respondents (94%) checked the "yes" box. However, two
of the "yes" responses had a condition connected to their response, writing in
"yes, for someone in the beginninq stage of divorce" and "Yes, if they don't have
the knowledge." Another of the "yes" responses noted that they woutd
Question Number Four:
1%
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recommend "this one" only and not class 1, stating they "felt resentful for having
to attend [class 1]."
No. Only one response (1ust over 1%) checked "no."
Unsure. While question four is closed ended, with participants being
given the opportunity to check either "yes" or "no," three responses (a%)
contained were categorized as "urlsure." Two respondents checked in between
the two boxes, and the third wrote "maybe."
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CHAPTER 7
Discussion
Overall, parents report general satisfaction with their experiences in the
parent education program. There were numerous unsolicited positive comments
written on the evaluation forms, and only one person stated they would definitely
not recommend the class to others. Taking into account the two largest
categories in response to what was most useful, class two seems to sensitize
parents to their children's needs, help parents focus on the needs of their
children and helps them gain perspective. The goal of class two, as stated in the
program description, is to remind parents of the primacy of their children's needs
at a time of great stress in family life. The class also sets out to reduce isolation
and encourage sharing of similar experiences between parents, which can be
seen in the "normalizing" theme that emerged from question one. Specifically,
the second class succeeded in sensitizing parents to their children's needs,
helped parents focus more on the needs of their children, and assisted them in
gaining perspective.
Participants perceived class quality as being high and appreciated
receiving information to help them evaluate how their own children were doing.
They became more aware of their own behaviors and were able to connect their
actions to their children's reactions. Parents were particularly interested in
information regarding separate paienting. The findings herein are consistent
with the literature, confirming high satisfaction with participation in and the overall
quality of divorce education programs.
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One third of the respondents cited that the information about the effects of
divorce on children was the most helpful in the class. As was found in other
studies of divorce education classes in the literature, parents found the
information about the how their children might be doing extremely helpful. The
second most common responses contained statements about self-awareness.
As stated in the program description, one of the purposes of the class is to give
parents an oppoftunity to think about and become more aware of their own
behaviors and make the connection between their actions and their children's
reactions. It seems that class two has been accomplishing that goal. The
separate parenting information was also cited as useful, which relates to where
parents are in their own emotional process. [\4ost of the participants in class
have not been through divorce before, and therefore respond to the opportunity
to learn about effective separate parenting.
The majority (73%) of respondents stated that they had no remaining
questions. Either they could not think of anything at that particular time, or they
felt that their questions had been answered. Perhaps participants are still
processing the plethora of information presented in the class when it comes time
to fill out the evaluation form Of those who responded that they still had
questions, very few (14 out of 66) actually wrote what that question was.
The largest theme regarding parlicipants' perceptions of what needed
improvements, containing 33% of the responses, was respondents commenting
on the class in general in a positive way. Many of the responses in this category
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implied that no improvements were needed (e.g. "no ideas" and "tonight was very
good"). A close second, with 30% of the responses, was that the video needed
to be updated. The video was produced in 1983 and did need to be updated.
ln response to this, a new video has been in use since January 2000. The third
largest category, Gontaining 26% of the responses, was that the class was too
long and/or needed to be shorter, and needed to be better organized or stay on
track. The ovenrvhelming majority (94%) of participants in class two responded
that they would recommend the class to others.
Improvin q the Evaluation Process
As a result of this study, the instructor pool for the classes has been
reduced to two. Therefore, the same two instructors teach every single class,
thus eliminating more positive or negative responses that are attributable to
instructor style rather than class content. Another change is that the ctass
evaluations have been revised and now consist of 10 questions with Likert-type
scales based on the responses from this study (see Appendix D). Following the
10 questions are two open-ended questions and a space for additional
comments.
Although the new survey does not encourage spontaneous responses
and additional comment as much as the former suruey, the new surveys allow for
easier measurement of responses. ldeally, since control groups are so difficutt
to achieve in this area of study, the current program could at the very least
perform pre- and post-tests, perhaps getting information from people over the
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phone when they call to sign up for classes and then modifying the surveys to
reflect the same information at the conclusion of class. A sense of whether the
classes indeed reduce levels of conflict, or actually reduce re-litigation rates is
critical, yet difficult to attain. As identified throughout, funding these programs,
and therefore funding evaluation processes for them, is a major issue. The
funds simply do dot exist in the current program for the ideal evaluation process.
While the current study did not set out to show that a reduction in conflict
occurred or whether re-litigation rates were lower as a result of attending the
program, since these are among its goals, finding a way to measure that effect
would be extremely important. lndeed, almost all divorce education programs
have these among their goals and most studies have yet to accurately measure
the effect.
Future Research
Courts need to continue to develop services specifically designed to meet
the needs of high conflict families, especially for the sake of the children parents
are in conflict over. Funding continues to be an issue. Since court dockets are
so overloaded, it would seem that a large-scale study of whether divorce
education programs actually reduce re-titlgation rates is called for. More
empirical evidence of reduction in conflict between parents as a result of
attending such programs is needed. What is the impact of classes on payment
of child support? What is the impact of attendance on visitation compliance? ls
there a difference in families where only the parents attend versus where both
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parents and children attend classes? What if only one parent attends the
classes and the other parent does not? What, if any, are the differences in
children's adjustment to divorce when their parents have attended education
programs? These and many other similar questions remain to be answered
empirically in the research.
Policy Chanqes
It seems that the urgent task of social policy must be to find ways to help
divorcing parents help their children cope with family reorganization. lndeed,
lvlinnesota is ahead of the game. Legislation that was defeated in April 2000
attempted to have information about the classes on the first page of every
divorce petition, which would have solved the problem of parents receiving the
program late in their divorce process. AIso, currently spouses need to attend
divorce education programs only where parenting is'contested' (MNSS1B.157)
New legislation that would make the programs mandatory for all divorcing
parents, not only those who are'contested' is an impoftant and needed change.
Other legislation recently passed in Minnesota permits the creation of
parenting plans in divorce proceedings that do away with the labels of legal and
physical custody and assume that parents can work together to agree on a plan
for parenting their children after divorce. This is another step in the direction of
encouraging divorcing parents to cooperate.
The other obvious policy change would involve the elimination of pocket
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filing. Minnesota is currently one of two states in the country that allows this. The
Minnesota statute provides an adequate legal framework in most respects.
However, it falls short of the mark in failing to require a specific time frame for
class attendance. This oversight is exacerbated by the practice of pocket filing.
Many Minnesota families are not attending or even learning about divorce
education programs until very late in the process. By then, children may have
suffered needlessly and conflict may have become habitual. Divorce education
courses are most effective when the participants attend them early in the divorce
process. Consequently, Minnesota law should be amended to end the practice
of pocket filing in family cases, and l\4innesota Statutes Section 518.157 should
require attendance at a divorce education program within three weeks of filing for
divorce. By requiring attorneys to petition the court immediately upon being
retained by a client in divorce proceedings, spouses would be informed at the
very beginning of the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution, the education
programs available, and the use of parenting plans. These and other policy
changes can be a positive step toward families coping with the problems created
by the traditional adversarial family law system
Conclusion
Everyone connected to a divorcing couple can be either positively or
negatively affected by a divorce. The ending of a marriage can impact all areas
of life including extended family members, friends, co-workers, clubs,
organizations, religious congregations and countless other areas of their lives.
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Divorce impacts not only children but their teachers, classmates, friends,
teammates, clubs, extra-curricular activities, religious organizations and other
groups they may belong to.
Divorce education seeks to educate parents about the impact of divorce
on families, reduce parental conflict and enhance parents' understanding of the
needs of their children. Given the large number of children involved in divorce
and the potential for long-lasting harm, divorce education is an inexpensive yet
effective way to assist families in making this transition.
The list of problems that can occur for children of divorce is long but does
not necessarily apply to all children, and there is hope. Since divorce does not
occur in a vacuum it is important for people to recognize the professional help
that is available for divorcing parents. Numerous programs exist to assist
families and children throughout the divorce process. School social workers,
teachers, daycare providers and extended family members are aware of the
issues that students of divorce face, and conduct family change groups and
closely monitor changes in behavior and school performance. Marriage and
family therapists, psychologists and other mental health professionals are often
involved in the divorce process, working on communication skills, identifying
problem behavior and closure issues. Finally, the court system has gotten
involved by providing divorce education classes for divorcing parents.
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ln answer to the contradictions in the research, and in looking at the larger
picture, a favorite theory of the researcher in conclusion to this discussion
centers around resources and sfressors. Amato (1993) posits "the total
configuration of resources and stressors, rather than the presence or absence of
a particular factor, needs to be considered" (p 35). He goes on to discuss how
one resource may compensate for the lack of another. Certainly divorce
education programs are a resource for parents, and how parents use the
information can be a resource for children
The positive findings are consistent with other research concerning the
effectiveness of divorce education programs. lndeed, although the current study
was not long-term and did not specifically measure the exposure of children to
parental conflict, Arbuthnot and Gordon (1996) found similar results and
summarize well:
ln sum, we believe that the results of this long-term outcome study
of parental responses to a mandatory divorce education program
allow us to conclude that (a) parents value the program, (b) parents
learn useful parenttng and communication skills, and (c) there are
encouraging findings that the program results in Iowered exposure
of children to parental conflict and greater tolerance for the
parenting role of the other parent, with attendant positive changes
in children's well-being (p 79)
Thus, parents locally and nationally are responding positively to
mandatory divorce education. Both parents and their children will reap the
benefits for many years to come.
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APPENDIX A
MN S 518,157 Parent education program in proceedings involving children.
Subdivision l.lmplementation; administration.By January 1, 1998, the chief judge of
each judicial district or a designee shall implement one or more parent education programs
within the judicial district for the purpose of educating parents about the impact that divorce,
the restructuring of families, and judicial proceedings have upon children and families;
methods for preventing parenting time conflicts; and dispute resolution options. The chief
judge of each judicial district or a designee may reguire that children attend a separate
education program designed to deal with the impact of divorce upon children as part of the
parent education program. Each parent education program must enable persons to have
timely and reasonable access to education sessions.
Subd.2. Minimum standards; plan. The Minnesota Supreme Court should promulgate
minimum standards for the implementation and administration of a parent education
program. The chief judge of each judicial district or a designee shall submit a plan to the
lVlinnesota conference of chief judges for their approval that is designed to implement and
administer a parent education program in the judicial district. The plan must be consistent
with the minimum standards promulgated by the lvlinnesota Supreme Court.
Subd. 3. Attendance. ln a proceeding under this chapter or sections 257.51 lo 257 "75
where custody or parenting time is contested, the parents of a minor child shatl attend an
orientation and education program that meets the minimum standards promulgated by the
IVlinnesota Supreme Court. ln all other proceedings involving custody, support, or parenting
time the court may order the parents of a minor child to attend a parent education program.
The program shal[ provide the court with names of persons who fail to attend the parent
education program as ordered by the court. Persons who are separated or contemplating
involvement in a dissolution, paternity, custody, or parenting time proceeding may attend a
parent education program without a court order. Participation in a parent education program
must occur as early as possible. Parent education programs must offer an opportunity to
participate at all phases of a pending or postdecree proceeding. Upon request of a pafty
and a showing of good cause, the court may excuse the parly from attending the program. lf
past or present domestic abuse, as defined in chapter 5188, is alleged, the court shall not
require the pafties to attend the same parent education sessions and shall enter an order
setting forth the manner in which the parties may safely participate in the program.
Subd. 4. Sanctions. The court may impose sanctions upon a parent for failure to attend or
complete a parent education program as ordered.
Subd. 5. Confidentiality. Unless all parties agree in writing, statements made by a party
during participation in a parent education program are inadmissible as evidence for any
purpose, includlng impeachment. No record may be made regarding a party's participation
in a parent education program, except a record of attendance at and completion of the
program as required under this section. lnstructors shall not disclose information regarding
an individual participant obtained as a result of participation in a parent education program.
Parent education instructors may not be subpoenaed or called as witnesses in court
proceedings.
Subd. 6. Fee. Except as provided in this subdivision, each person who attends a parent
education program shall pay a fee to defray the cost of the program. A party who qualifies
for waiver of filing fees under section 563.01 is exempt from paying the parent education
program fee and the court shall waive the fee or direct its payment under section 563.01.
Program providers shall implement a sliding fee scale.
STATE OF MINNESOTA
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ers for Protection or restraining orders are not required to attend the Step 2:
although they may aftend Step 2 voluntarily.
In Re the Marriage oft
And Order for Mediation
The above-entitled matter having come before the undersigned Judge of District Court, and based upon all
of the files, records and proceedings, and in recognition of the Minnesota Supreme Court and legislature
approving the use of qualified family mediators to assist the parties in cooperatively resolving their
conflicts,
I IS HEREBY ORDERED
l. The parties are directed and required to attend the Step I : Education course and the Step 2: ediation
Consultation as an orientation the mediation process, and such additional mediation sessions as both





2. The parties must contact Erickson Mediation Institute, Inc., 3600 American Boulevar<I West, Suite
-530, Bloomington, MN 55431 , (952) 835-3688 rvithin l0 (ten) days ltom the date of this Order to
obtain the time and location of the Step l: Education course and to schedulethe Step 2: Mediation
Consultation. The parties are required to immediately notiff Erickson Mediation Institute, inc., of any
reason the mandatory attendance at both the Education c and
Step 2: Mediation Consultation cannot be complied with within 20 days of the date of this Order.
3. The Court may appoint qualified mediators from a list maintained by the courts. Said Mediation
shall be conducted pursuant to the provisions of Rule 310, General Rules of Practice for District
Court.
4. The mediation proceedings in this action are privileged. All discussion during the mediation
consultation and during mediation, and the decision by a party not to mediate are considered settlement
negotiations by this coutt, and therefore, shall not be admissible as evidence in Court and any time.
Additionally, the mediator may not at any time be required to testifo or give evidence about the
mediation discussions. No records shall be made of the mediation without the agreement of both
parties, except for a memorandum of the issues to be resolved. In the event that mediation is not
successful, the reason or reasons for impasse are not admissible in evidence.
5. The cost of any on-going mediation following the Step 2: Mediation Consultation shall be adjusted
by the mediator to represent each parfy's ability to pay for such services.
6. If either party has an existing order for protection pursuant to Minnesota Starute 5 I 8B.o I or an existing
harassment restraining order pursuant to Minnesota Statute 609.748 against the other party, neither
parfy has to participate in any of the mediation sessions required by this order.
l. If the parties are represented by an attorney, this Order shall be mailed to the attorney. The
attorney must fbrward a copy of this Order alone with any accompanying procures to their client
within 3 (three) business days by mail or in person.
Dated:
Judge of District Courl
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APPENDIX C
DaxorA CorrNrv DwoRCB EnucarroN pnocnapr
Drvoncn EnucATroN Class II
1. What information did you find most useful?
2. Are there questions you still have?
3. How could the class be improved?
4. Would yoll recommend the class to others? tr YES DNO
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APPENDIX D
Parent Education Evaluation - Class Two
Date:
lnstructors:
Please take a moment to complete this form. Your feedback is important. This information will not
be shared with either the court or your spouse. Thank you for your cooperation.












2. This class increased my understanding of the importance of cooperative
parenting.
12345
strongly disagree disagree neutra[ agree strongly agree
Comments:
3. This class helped me to understand how children are affected by divorce.
12345
strongty disagree disagree neutral agree strongty agree
Comments
4. The information present will have an influence on the decisions I make
regarding my child(ren).
12345
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
Comments
5. The handouts provided were useful.
123
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6. The instructors were knowledgeable about the class material.
12345
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
Comments
7. The instructors explained the material in ways that make it easy for me to
use with my child(ren).
12345
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree
Comments
8. The instructors included enough time for discussion.
1234
strongly disagree disagree neutral agree
Comments:














10. This class should be:
A. shorter B. longer C. okay as is D. Sugg estions
11. What was most helpful about the class?
12. What was least helpful about the class?
Additional Comments:

